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Current export markets

Estonia

Finland

Latvia

Netherlands

Sweden

Description
INK IDEA – its visual solutions for business, its absolute responsibility for the final perfect result. We are a team
of appreciable, competent, motivated and goal oriented printing and advertising area specialists who work as a
fully assembled business engine. We search for uniqueness, opportunities, possible services, technologies and
means that can create value and increase competitive advantage. We don’t sleep on achievements: we treat
successful work not as an achieved result but as a constantly continued, volatile process. We are the best and
most committed to work printing and visual application solutions specialists, customers partners and
colleagues in their daily work. Each of them comes to us with a specific problem which we solve with pleasure:
we generate idea, create design, prepare for printing, choose printing materials, print, hang, apply, install,
distribute, coordinate with the authorities; etc.

Business Line
Visual solutions: printing, grapchic design, advertising production and project management

List of products

Printing on a wide range of materials stored constantly, special materials on request. Printing on stickers
(different types) and their application. Printing on PVC banners and their hanging works. Printing on flag
fabrics, canvas and other textile. Installation solutions and works. Printing for interior on photo wallpaper,
glass, etc. Car and truck advertising application (stickers and banners). Mobile and exhibitions stands and
solutions. One-piece wide format printing up to 320 cm wide. We solder banners up to unlimited size with hot
air solder equipment.
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